
ID Navigation Page Title URL Content Hierarchy Comments

0.0 Home Louvre Museum Official Website https://www.louvre.fr/en

Primary focus is on featured content, which looks 
to be current exhibitions and general information 
(e.g., tours). Below the slideshow of featured 
content, there are cards that refer to different 
topics: artwork of the day, practical information, 
ticketing information, tours, and important 
information. The main navigation has six items: 
Plan Your Visit, Activities & Tours, Exhibitions & 
Events, Collection & Louvre Palace, Learning 
About Art, and Buy Your Ticket.

Overwhelmed by the amount of 
information and possible actions. The 
automatic slideshow with the cards 
decked below is distracting. There are 
two navigation menus at the top of the 
page, one on the side, and three on the 
bottom. Search bar is discreetly 
indicated on the side menu.

1.0 Plan Your Visit Louvre Museum Official Website https://www.louvre.fr/en
Expanded submenu, equal weight to all items 
however items seem to be randomly ordered.

2.0 Activities & Tours Louvre Museum Official Website https://www.louvre.fr/en
Expanded submenu, equal weight to all items 
however items seem to be randomly ordered.

3.0 Exhibitions & Events Louvre Museum Official Website https://www.louvre.fr/en
Expanded submenu, equal weight to all items 
however items seem to be randomly ordered.

4.0
Collection & Louvre 
Palace Louvre Museum Official Website https://www.louvre.fr/en

Expanded submenu, equal weight to all items 
however items seem to be randomly ordered.

Images displayed next to item in 
submenu are not helpful

4.1 Curatorial Departments Curatorial Departments https://www.louvre.fr/en/departements

Primary focus is on a slideshow of photos of art 
pieces as well as a description of the section. 
Items belonging to this page are grouped and 
decked below.

Curatorial departments are groupings 
of the artwork (e.g., paintings, 
antiquities, etc.). This may be another 
way people seek prominent art pieces. 

4.2
The Pavilion de 
l'Horloge The Pavilion de l'Horloge

https://www.louvre.
fr/en/departments/pavillon-de-l-horloge

4.3 Study & Research Study & Research https://www.louvre.fr/en/study-research

4.4 Search the Collection Search the Collection
https://www.louvre.fr/en/moteur-de-
recherche-oeuvres

Single image of an art piece followed by a large 
title "Search the Collection". Search bar is small 
and listed below. Users have the option of a 
"Simple search" (empty text field with 
placeholder guiding text) or "Datatbases"

The placeholder guiding text 
"keywords, ascension number" isn't 
entirely intuitive; curious to learn how 
many users are (1) aware of what an 
ascension number is, and (2) use it 
when searching. Font size of search 
bar is hard to read.

4.5 Selected Works Selected Works https://www.louvre.fr/en/selections

Single image of six art pieces shown together 
followed by a large title "Selected Works". Small 
search bar next to title with placeholder help text 
"Keywords". Louvre selections are shown below 
as groups (e.g., "Jewelry).

There are no at-a-glance selected 
works. Users are required to specify 
the kind of work they want before 
seeing the selections. 

4.5.0 Masterpieces Masterpieces
https://www.louvre.
fr/en/selections/masterpieces

Brief description about the group of pieces 
(defines what is considered a "masterpiece"). 
Below the description, there is a slideshow of art 
pieces that feature its name, date, and origin as 
well as a listing of pieces.

Font is small and hard to read. 
Description is vague. Slideshow is eye-
catching. List of pieces below 
slideshow includes the category.
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4.5.0.0 Aphrodite
Aphrodite, known as the "Venus 
de Milo"

https://www.louvre.fr/en/oeuvre-
notices/aphrodite-known-venus-de-milo?
selection=44909

Primary focus is on the title and images of the 
piece. On the page there are three columns. Far 
left includes the category of art and author (of the 
piece?). The main column incldues a brief 
description of the piece followed by additional 
details and a bibliography. The column on the 
right has the technical description (name, year, 
geographic origin, height, category, and where it 
is located in the museum). It also has the 
practical information in regard to when the 
museum is open, as well as a "Buy Tickets" 
button.

Image does not play without Flash 
Player, however there is a brief 
description of the image ("Image of 
Aphrodite"). A LOT of information on 
this page -- suited well for people who 
are interested in the details. There is 
no clear CTA. The ticket purchase 
button is small with low contrast. 

4.6 History of the Louvre History of the Louvre
https://www.louvre.
fr/en/histoirelouvres/history-louvre

4.7
The Tulleries and 
Carrousel Gardens

The Tulleries and Carrousel 
Gardens

https://www.louvre.
fr/en/departments/carrousel-tuileries-
gardens

5.0 Learning About Art Louvre Museum Official Website https://www.louvre.fr/en

6.0 Buy Your Ticket Official tickets website
https://www.ticketlouvre.
fr/louvre/b2c/index.cfm/home
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